CSEWF Meeting  
Monday 3/28/22 - Minutes  

Attendance: Violet, Elham, Rivet, Yasmina

Missing:

1. Please review descriptions found in the shared box folder – separate folders Q13 and Q19.  
   a. https://www.dropbox.com/sh/r9cqketmztd7mb3/AAC8nn8lOsng_JMTSIvf8qSTa?dl=0
2. Elham to report on Quantitative Data Analysis and Report  
   a. Elham to work on the bar graphs of the quantitative data
3. Wenbo (student) to continue working on other descriptions for Q23,22,20,17,16,15, and 14. The Student will no longer be working on this project—  
   a. Now WHAT?  
   b. Maybe we do a multiple release. Release the quantitative data first, and now.  
   Then do a slow release of the qualitative data with more meaningful analysis?  
   c. Can we please have an extension for the qualitative data to be released over the summer? In order for us to gather more student work over the summer?  
   d. Felix ISR methodology program interested in having some students work on this type of work as summer projects.
4. Qualitative Data on key words needs to be statistically run (Felix/Wenbo) for Q21 and Q24
5. Divide and conquer on writing sections:  
   a. Introduction- Violet to begin working on the introduction as Martha will help fill in the gaps  
   b. Background  
   c. Materials/Methods  
   d. Results  
      i. Qualitative  
      1. There are 10 questions with graphs and analysis  
      ii. Quantitative  
   e. Discussion